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Keeping the Show
On the Road!
The best performances often require a massive team eﬀort. And
that was the certainly the case for the shows that have been
successfully staged at our Bradford theatre venues recently.

FM’s cleaning team have played a vital part in ensuring the shows are able to take place,
Whilst there were no BAFTAS or Olivier Awards being handed out, the recognition and
appreciation for their eﬀorts, as shown below, has been most welcome.

“

Just to say, given what additional and
onerous additional cleaning duties
have been required to keep our
buildings open in this challenging
time, we are one of the only venues
during panto season that hasn't had
to postpone shows.
The cleaning and sterilising regime
we have discussed and implemented
has been wonderfully successful.
Please pass on our huge gratitude to
you / our cleaning team for their work
over past weeks and months.

“

Mark Davies
Operations Manager, Bradford Theatres

FM cleaning teams at Alhambra (above) and St George’s Hall
(above right)

BSI Connect

Coming soon to your kitchen tablet, is a new and improved way of
recording corrective actions.
The Connect App allows staﬀ in the organization to quickly and simply; conduct audits,
record incidents and near misses, identify risks and record and close out NCR’s.
Information ﬂows back to the BSI
Connect platform in real-time where it can
be analysed and evaluated, providing
insight that can drive decision making.
From managing environmental and health
and safety (EHS) systems to quality
monitoring and security incidents, it's the
perfect way to collect more data, engage
people and make better decisions.

WELL DONE

We are shining a well-deserved spotlight
on colleagues that have really stood out
and gone that “extra mile”.

You have shared a selection of events with us, and it’s good to see how you’ve really
got into the spirit of things in supporting the fun events that help make lunch times such
happy times, with FM Catering. Let’s look at what some of you have been getting up to.
Buﬀet delights (below) prepared by
Agnes & her team at Carlton Mills

Reevy Hill had a full-on festival of fun, with
the joy of Christmas being spread over a
whole week of events and costume changes

Children in Need celebrations
took place at both Thorpe
Primary (below) and Low Moor
Primary (right)

Your News

If you have any interesting news, or would like to share ideas or
successes with your colleagues, please contact our editorial team
on 01274 431404 or by e-mail at: fm.catering@bradford.gov.uk
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